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Electrical and optical characterization of conducting poly-3-methylthiophene
film by THz time-domain spectroscopy
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Using THz time-domain spectroscopy~THz-TDS!, we have measured the absorption and dispersion
of 7.5/~V cm! conducting poly-3-methylthiophene film from low frequencies up to 4 THz. From
these measurements the complex conductance that increases with increasing frequency was obtained
over this frequency range. The results do not follow simple Drude theory and are not comparable
with normal metal and semiconductors; the results were well fit by the localization-modified Drude
theory. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1427754#
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The frequency-dependent complex conductivity of co
ducting polymers is one of the most important properties
these materials,1–4 associated with the 2000 Nobel Prize
Chemistry. THz time-domain spectroscopy~THz-TDS! has
recently been shown to be the ideal tool to characterize
carrier dynamics in conducting polymers,3 similar to the pre-
vious THz-TDS characterizations of semiconductors.5–10 It is
not possible to electrically characterize conducting polym
by simple electrical measurements using mechanical c
tacts, e.g., Hall effect measurements. For such characte
tion ohmic contacts would have to be fabricated on the po
mer itself. The previous far-infrared Fourier transfor
spectroscopy reflectivity measurements for conducting p
mers require the Kramers–Kronig analysis to calculate
absorption and dispersion of the samples.1,2 In our THz-TDS
measurements we directly measure both the absorption
dispersion of the conducting polymer film.

In the simple Drude theory picture of conduction the k
parameters describing the dynamics of free carriers in a
terial are the plasma frequencyvp and the carrier damping
rateG51/t, wheret is the carrier collision time. Becausevp

and G characteristically have THz values, measureme
spanning the values of these parameters must be perfo
in the THz frequency range.3,5–10The experiments describe
in this letter present such THz-TDS measurements on a
standing 15mm thick film of 7.5/~V cm! low conductivity
poly-3-methylthiophene, prepared electrochemically
240 °C. Our results determine, for the first time, the abso
tion and index of refraction from low frequencies to beyo
4 THz. The fact that the measured frequency-dependent
sorption and index of refraction are mostly due to the f
carriers allows the complex conductivity to be determin
from the measurements over the full frequency range. In c
trast to the previous THz-TDS measurement of the 2
~V cm! high conductivity polypyrrole which was well fit by
Drude theory,3 here for a 30 times lower conductivity 7.5
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~V cm! sample of poly-3-methylthiophene, the results c
only be fit by the localization-modified Drude theory.

For the THz-TDS system, a GaAs transmitting anten
with a simple coplanar transmission line geometry and a s
con on sapphire receiving antenna consisting of a mic
size dipole antenna embedded in a coplanar transmission
are optoelectronically driven by 16 mW average pow
beams of 65 fs pulses from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire la
with an 86 MHz repetition rate. The THz-TDS characteriz
tions were performed by first measuring the transmit
pulses with no sample in place as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The
freely propagating THz electromagnetic pulses were th
compared to the measured THz pulses transmitted thro
the thin polymer film under investigation as shown in F
1~b!. Analysis of the respective numerical Fourier transfor
determines the frequency-dependent absorption and inde
refraction. Figure 1~c! shows the two THz pulses in the sam
time domain with the output THz pulse multiplied by 4 to b
on the same relativey-axis scale. From this accurate measu
of the relative time delayDt5135 fs between the two pulses
we obtain a relatively good estimate of the index of refra
tion nr53.65 of the sample from the simple relationsh
Dt5(nr21)L/c. The normalized amplitude spectrum of th
input reference pulse is shown as the top curve in Fig. 1~d!
together with the spectrum of the transmitted output pu
shown as the lower curve on the same relative scale.
though the reference spectrum has useful amplitude up
THz, the output spectrum has only a 4 THz bandwidth. B
cause of the very thin sample, the multiple reflections
overlapping the main THz pulse. The multiple reflection e
fect is shown by the oscillation of the transmission coe
cient displayed in the inset of Fig. 1~d!. Here the free spectra
range ~FSR! of our L515mm thick film ~etalon! with an
approximate index of refraction nr'3.65 is FSR
5c/(2Lnr)'2.7 THz, which is in good agreement with th
peak of the oscillation, especially considering that the ind
is not constant.

For our experimental situation with a relatively sma
total absorption and a thin sample, the multiple reflection
the THz pulse occurs between the two surfaces of

d
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sample. For this situation the frequency-dependent com
amplitude transmissiont(v) is given by11

t~v!5t12t21exp~2aL/2!exp~ ib!/

@11r 12r 21exp~2aL !exp~ i2b!#. ~1!

t12 and r 12 are the complex Fresnel transmission and refl
tion coefficients from air into the sample of lengthL; t21 and
r 21 are the transmission and reflection coefficients from
sample into air; the propagation vector isb52pnrL/l0 ; a
is the power absorption coefficienta5ni4p/l0 with ni des-
ignating the imaginary part of the index. By THz-TDS w
can measure the magnitude and phase difference of the

FIG. 1. ~a! Measured reference input THz pulse.~b! Measured output THz
pulse transmitted through sample.~c! Expanded views of the two THz
pulses with the output THz pulse multiplied by 4 times.~d! Amplitude
spectra of input pulse and transmitted pulse; inset, measured ampl
transmission coefficient.
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plex amplitude transmission. The complex spectrumEref(v)
of the reference THz pulse@Fig. 1~a!# is related to the com-
plex spectrumEo(v) of output THz pulse@Fig. 1~b!# by the
equation Eo(v)/Eref(v)5t(v)exp@2ib0(v)#, where the
term b052pL/l0 accounts for the air space displaced
the sample. Using the Fabry–Perot analysis of Eq.~1! and
the measured ratio ofEo(v)/Eref(v), we can numerically
remove the multiple reflection effects from our measur
data and determine the power absorptiona~v! and real part
of the index of refractionnr(v) as shown in Figs. 2~a! and
2~b!. The measured power absorption shows a smooth
quency dependence with the maximum measured valu
1600/cm at the highest frequency of our system. The m
sured index of refractionnr decreases rapidly in the low
frequency range and then the slow monotonic decrease
most saturates at aboutnr53.5 in the high frequency range
The inset figure shows the power reflectanceR5u(1

de

FIG. 2. Comparison of measurements~dots! with theory ~solid line!. ~a!
Power absorption coefficienta. ~b! Index of refractionnr ; inset, single-
surface reflectanceR. ~c! Real part of the conductivitys r . ~d! Imaginary
part of the conductivitys i .
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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2n)/(11n)u2 obtained from our measured data and theo
wheren5nr1 ini . This reflectance is due to the first surfa
only and describes the thick sample case; it is presente
connect with the technique of reflective Fourier transfo
spectroscopy.1

Similar to semiconductors the conducting polyme
frequency-dependent dielectric response«~v! is assumed to
be described by the general relationship,

«~v!5«Poly~v!1 is~v!/~v«0!5@nr~v!1 ini~v!#2,
~2!

where «poly(v) is the dielectric constant of the undope
polymer, s~v! is the complex conductivity, and«0 is the
free-space permittivity. Given the measured index d
nr(v) and the absorption dataa~v! which determinesni(v),
and assuming that«poly'(3.46)2, the square of the high fre
quency limit of the measurednr(v), then the real parts r(v)
and the imaginary parts i(v) of the conductivity can be
obtained from Eq.~2! as shown in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!.
Clearly, our low conducting polymer sample, for which t
real part of the conductivitys r increases with increasin
frequency, does not follow the simple Drude model behav
of s r , which has a Lorentzian line shape centered at z
frequency and with a half-width at half maximum~HWHM!
at frequencyG/~2p!.8–10 As described below our measur
ments are consistent with the localization-modified Dru
model.

The slight oscillation of the measureds r with respect to
the theoretical curve is due to an imperfect cancellation
the Fabry–Perot oscillations as described in Eq.~1! with the
best fitting n5nr1 ini obtained from Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!.
This could be due to thickness variations over the sam
improper centering of the sample aperture on the THz be
axis, or a slight phase variation across the incoming T
beam. This oscillation is more pronounced for thes i mea-
surement as shown in Fig. 2~d!. However, for both cases th
baseline of the oscillation is in good agreement with
theoretical curves.

For this more complex case, the complex conductiv
s~v! was quantitatively analyzed in terms of th
localization-modified Drude model,2,12

sLD~v!5sDrude~v!$12@C/~kFnF!2#/t2

1~3v!1/2@C/~kFnF!2#/t3/2%, ~3!

which involves the simple, frequency-dependent real fu
tion in the brackets multiplying the complex conductivity
the simple Drude modelsDrude(v)5 i«0vp

2/(v1 iG). Using
Eqs.~3! and~1!, we obtained the localized power absorpti
aLD and real part of the index of refractionnLD , shown as
the solid lines in Fig. 2, which are in excellent agreem
with the measured data. The theoretical fit determined
three parameters:vp /(2p)525 THz, G/(2p)520 THz,
corresponding to the carrier collision time oft58 fs, and
@C/(kFnF)2#50.36310228s2. For this parameter in bracket
the individual terms are not separately determined. In c
ducting polymers,2 C is expected to be of the order of unity
Downloaded 16 Jan 2002 to 128.113.8.139. Redistribution subject to A
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kF is the Fermi wave vector, approximately 109 rad/m; and
nF is the Fermi velocity, approximately 105 m/s. The fit of
the localization-modified Drude model of Eq.~3! to the data
was basically by trial and error, initially guided by th
asymptotic values of the experimental data and approxim
two parameter fits tosDrude(v). The very short time between
collisionst58 fs is approximately 1/15 of that for the dope
semiconductors Si and GaAs with similar conductivity a
illustrates the disorder of the polymer. From Eq.~3! the dc
conductivity can be obtained to besLD(0)57.5/(V cm), in
reasonable agreement with the extrapolated dc conduct
from the THz-TDS measurement.

For the simple Drude model, the HWHM of the calc
lated real conductivity is equal to the collision frequen
G/~2p!. In both the localization-modified Drude model an
the simple Drude model, the collision frequencies are loca
at the intersection of the reals r and imaginarys i parts of
the conductivity, thereby providing a direct measure of t
mobility m5e/(m* G) wheree is the electron charge andm*
is the effective mass. As used in Drude theoryvp

2

5Ne2/(«0m* ), whereN is the carrier density. The effectiv
mass of electron is assumed to bem* 51.7me , the same as
for conducting polypyrrole1 where me is the free-electron
mass. We can now calculate the very low mobilitym
58.2 cm2/V s and the carrier densityN51.331019/cm3.
This mobility is significantly lower thanm513 cm2/V s pre-
viously obtained for the 30 times more conductive 21
~V cm! polypyrrole film.3

In summary, the THz-TDS characterized 7.5/~V cm!
sample of conducting poly-3-methylthiophene polymer fi
is well fit to the localized-modified Drude theory. This resu
is in contrast to a previous THz-TDS characterization o
much more conductive 215/~V cm! polypyrrole film, where
the complex conductivity was in excellent agreement w
Drude theory. Clearly, these experimental results await th
retical interpretation for these two different and high-inter
conducting polymers.
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Research Office.
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